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Actividades de la Academia
Distinciones a académicos

El académico don SANTIAGO DÍAZ

PIEDRAHITA fue galardonado con el Pre-
mio a la vida y obra de un científico
de la ACAC, versión de 2003.

La Académica doña ÁNGELA CAMA-
CHO recibió el Premio a un Investigador
de Excelencia de la ACAC, versión de
2003.

Posesión de nuevos
Académicos en Medellín

Los días 12 y 13 de noviembre se
posesionarán varios nuevos acadé-
micos correspondientes, así:
! Miércoles 12 de noviembre,

Lugar: Aula Máxima,  Facultad de
Minas, Universidad Nacional de
Colombia ,   Sede Medellín.

4:00 – 5:00 p.m.   Don JORGE IVÁN

COSSIO BETANCUR. Conferencia: Algunos
Aspectos del Análisis no lineal.

5:00 – 6:00 p.m.    Don  GERMÁN POVEDA

JARAMILLO. Conferencia: El clima de
Colombia: Desde la escala decadal
hasta la escala diurna.
!Jueves 13 de noviembre. Lugar:

Bloque 6 Aula 35, Universidad de
Antioquia -  Medellín.

10:00 – 11:00 am. Don   ÁLVARO L.
MORALES ARAMBURO.  Conferencia: La
ciencia de simular propiedades de
materiales

11:00 – 12:00 am. Don WILLIAM A.
PONCE  GUTIÉRREZ. Conferencia: El
Principio de Maupertuis. Un ensayo
para una Academia.
! Jueves 13 de noviembre. Lugar:

Edificio de San Ignacio, Paraninfo

Carrera 44 #48-72,  Universidad de
Antioquia,  Medellín.

4:30 – 6:00 p.m. Acto oficial de
posesión de los nuevos académicos y
creación del Capítulo de Antioquia.

Miembros del Capítulo de
Antioquia

Don PABLO ELÍAS BURITICÁ CÉSPEDES

Don JORGE IVÁN COSSIO BETANCUR

Don MANUEL DEL LLANO BUENAVEN-
TURA

Don LUIS FERNANDO ECHEVERRI LÓPEZ

Don MICHEL HERMELIN ARBAUX

Don ALVARO MORALES ARAMBURO

Don WILLIAM A. PONCE GUTIÉRREZ

Don GABRIEL POVEDA RAMOS

Don GERMÁN POVEDA JARAMILLO

Doña ÁNGELA RESTREPO MORENO

Don GABRIEL ROLDÁN PÉREZ

Becas
Becas Premio Dan David 2004
/ Dan David Prize  Scholarships
2004

Cada año el Premio Dan David otorga
10 becas a estudiantes de doctorado
de universidades de todo el mundo y
10 becas a estudiantes de doctorado
de la  Universidad de Tel Aviv. Los
campos específicos elegidos para el
2004 son:

Ciudades: legado histórico (dimen-
sión pasada)

Liderazgo: cambiando nuestro mundo
(dimensión presente)

Ciencias del cerebro (dimensión
futura)

Cada beca asciende a U$15.000 para
adelantar el proyecto de investigación
propio del doctorado en curso. Mayores
informaciones con el Profesor Isaac
Witz - Director,   Eitan Berglas Bldg/
119, Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv,
Tel Aviv 69978, Israel. E-mail:
ddprize@post.tau.ac.il

Noticias de la UNESCO
Convención sobre la
preservacion del patrimonio
intangible y declaración sobre
los datos genéticos humanos.

Five standard-setting instruments,
including the International Convention
on the Preservation of  the Intangible
Cultural Heritage and the
International Declaration on Human
Genetic Data,  were adopted by the 32nd
session of UNESCO’s General
Conference , and which  was marked by
the return of the United States of
America to the Organization and by the
adoption of a real-growth budget of US$
610 million for   2004-2005.

Eventos de interés
 CISCI 2004 /3ra. . Conferencia
Iberoamericana en Sistemas,
Cibernética e Informática

Se efectuará en la ciudad de Orlando,
Florida, EE.UU., del 22 al 25 de julio del
2004; inmediatamente después de la 8th
World Multi-conference on Systemics,
Cybernetics and Informatics SCI 2004.
Mayor información en la  página web
de la conferencia

http://www.iiisci.org/cisci2004.
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 Cuarto Congreso Nacional
sobre la historia de la ciencia y
la Tecnología

La Habana, Cuba. del 25 al 27 de
febrero de 2004.  Organizado por  la
Sociedad cubana para la historia de la
ciencia y la tecnología.  (SCHCT).

avetcub@infomed.sld.cu

The 22nd International
Congress of History of
Science
Tendrá lugar en Beijing del 24 al 30 de
julio de 2005. Se invita a visitar la página:

http://2005bj.ihns.ac.cn .

International Workshop on
Data Integration in the Life
Sciences (DILS 2004)

University of Leipzig, Germany, March
25-26, 2004

http://izbi.uni-leipzig.de/dils04
La biología molecular, biodiversidad,

descubrimiento de drogas y la investi-
gación médica,  dependen cada vez más
de los métodos bioinformáticos para
manejar y analizar vastas cantidades de
datos muy diversos. A pesar de las
nuevas tecnologías de interopera-
bilidad tales como XML y los servicios
de la red, la integración de datos sigue
siendo una tarea muy difícil y aún
bastante manual, especilamente debido
al alto grado de la heterogeneidad
semántica y los requerimientos
variables de la calidad de los datos. En
este Congreso se busca la integración
de investigadores, profesionales  e
industriales en el importante aspecto de
la bioinformática.

2004 International Conference
on Digital Archive
Technologies (ICDAT2004)

Del 18 al 19 de marzo, 2004, en  Taipei,
Taiwan. Auspiciada por el Institute of
Information Sciences, Academia Sinica,
Taiwan National Science Council,
Taiwan Technology R/D Division,
National Digital Archives Program
Office, Taiwan

 http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/

Los archivos o las bibliotecas
digitales se reconocen ampliamente
como una componente crucial de la
infraestructura global de la información
para este nuevo siglo. En esta
conferencia se analizarán muchos de los
aspectos que tienen que ver este
asunto.

IAP Conference and General
Assembly “SCIENCE FOR
SOCIETY”
Ciudad de México City, del 1 al 4 de
diciembre de 2003.

Del Inter Academy Panel  IAP
An IAP Statement on
Scientific  Capacity  Building
Mexico City, 04 December
2003   (Draft)

All countries now recognize the intimate
relationship between science, technology
and sustained economic development. Yet
disparities in scientific and technological
capacities between nations continue to grow
– a trend accompanied by increasing
disparities in economic and social well-
being. Per-capita income in “high-income”
countries is 60 times greater than per-capita
income in “low-income” countries;
meanwhile, research per-capita expenditures
in developed countries is 220 times greater
than per-capita research expenditures in the
poorest developing countries.

Over the past two decades, the North-
South divide in scientific and technological
capacities has been accompanied by another
unwelcome divide: growing disparities
within the South between scientifically
proficient countries (for example, Brazil,
China, India, Malaysia, and South Korea)
and scientifically laggard countries (most
notably, the nations of sub-Saharan Africa).

The InterAcademy Panel on International
Issues (IAP) has sought to address these
trends by helping to nurture the creation of
merit-based science Academies in nations
where they do not exist and to strengthen
the capacities of science Academies in
countries where they do exist but function
far below their potential. It is a compelling
challenge (for example, of the world’s 139
developing countries, only 40 have merit-
based science Academies). Yet, the IAP is
convinced that strong merit-based science
Academies provide critical indigenous
mechanisms for promoting scientific
excellence, bringing the fruits of scientific
research closer to national economic
development strategies, and devising

science-based solutions to issues related to
resource use and conservation.

To date, the IAP has held regional
workshops on scientific capacity building
for academies in Africa, South America and
the Caribbean region, as well as for
academies in countries with predominantly
Muslim populations.

The IAP recognizes that merit-based
science Academies represent only one key
player in efforts to build enduring scientific
and technological capacities on national,
regional and international scales. Therefore,
in a broader perspective, the IAP
recommends the following:

1/. creation of national science and
technology strategies that specify research
and development priorities and funding
commitments. Such strategies should be
developed in full consultation with the
nation’s scientific and technological
communities;

2/. continued development of centres of
scientific excellence, especially in the South.
International funding agencies should work
closely with national and regional scientific
institutions throughout the developing
work to create centres in a broad range of
disciplines. These centres should promote
research excellence, comprehensive training,
and the exchange both of personnel and
information;

3/. expansion of programmes for North-
South and South-South scientific
cooperation not only through the activities
of centres of excellence but through global
and bilateral initiatives sponsored by
international organizations and national
governments;

4/. targeted programmes designed to meet
the special needs of women and minorities
interested in pursuing careers in science.
These potentially critical groups are often
woefully underrepresented in the scientific
community. This vast untapped source of
talent must not be neglected when seeking
to build and strengthen scientific and
technological capacities worldwide.

We, the undersigned science
Academies throughout the world,
members of the IAP, are convinced that
building a scientific and technological
capacity is necessary to bring all
countries to a sustainable development;
that this implies the local creation of
centres of scientific excellence (possibly
Academies); and that this entails both a
mobilization of all intellectual
resources and renewed international
efforts for scientific cooperation.

22 September 2003
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An IAP Statement on
Science Education of Children
Mexico City, 04 December
2003    (Draft)

Must all children learn science at school?
The answer is “Yes”.  Science opens

young people’s minds to the wonders of
the natural world, introduces them to the
elegance and honesty of the scientific
endeavours, and equips them with cognitive
and problem-solving tools that will serve
them well in the future.

Science brings children closer to the
natural objects and phenomena that
surround them, endows them with a rich
understanding of our complex world, helps
them practice an intelligent approach to
dealing with the environment, and teaches
them about the techniques and tools that
societies have used to improve the human
condition.  As children become familiar with
the universality of the laws of science, they
also learn to recognize science’s ability “to
create and cement together a unity for
humanity”.

As citizens, science helps children
develop the mental and moral
predispositions to imagination, humility,
rigour, curiosity, freedom and tolerance -
all essential ingredients for peace and
democracy.

Therefore, the InterAcademy Panel (IAP)
recommends to all of the leaders of nations
that:

1/. teaching of the sciences to both girls
and boys begin in their primary and nursery
schools. There is evidence that children,
from the youngest age, are capable of
building upon their natural and insatiable
curiosity to develop logical and rational
thought;

2/. teaching should be closely tied to the
realities with which the children are
confronted locally, in their natural
environment and their culture, in order to
facilitate continuing exchange with their
family and friends ;

3/. teaching should be based, to a large
extent, upon models of inquiry-based
pedagogy, assigning a major role to
questioning by the students, leading them
to develop hypotheses relating to the initial
questions and, when possible, encouraging
experimentation that, while simple in terms
of the apparatus used, can be performed
by children themselves;

4/. in this manner one should
avoid, as far as possible, a teaching of the
sciences which is handed down vertically
by a teacher enunciating facts to be learnt

by heart, in favour of one which is
transformed for children into an acquisition
of knowledge which is horizontal, that is,
which connects them with nature – inert or
living – directly, at the same time involving
their senses and their intelligence;

5/. links should be established between
teachers, via the internet, first within their
own country, then internationally, taking
advantage of the universal nature of the
laws of science to establish a direct contact
between classes in different countries on
subjects of global interest (e.g., climates,
ecology, geography);

6/. priority should be given to the
networking of schools, and that support
should be given – in the same way as the
IAP and ICSU work on this jointly via the
website www.icsu.org/events/teach – to
efforts to develop shareable experiments
and teaching tools (such as documents and
experiment portfolios) to be placed in an
electronic commons for all to modify and
use.

We, the undersigned science
Academies throughout the world,
members of the IAP, are convinced that,
with the support of international
authorities, the backing of the national
ministries concerned, and the dedicated
efforts of the many scientists whom they
bring together, a worldwide effort in this
area is within arm’s reach. This effort
is potentially rich in major intellectual
and societal benefits.

22 September 2003

An IAP Statement on
Science  and  the  Media
Mexico City, 04 December
2003 (Draft)

Should the scientific community interact
more closely with the media in efforts to
explain the work of scientists to a larger
public?

Of course, it should. But the more difficult
questions involve the responsibilities that
the scientific community should shoulder
in such efforts and the concrete measures
that should be taken to enhance the
capabilities of both scientists and scientific
institutions in their interaction with the
media.

On the one hand, the public often turns
to science for answers to difficult issues
that science itself may not be able to
provide. On the other hand, today’s cutting-
edge scientific research does not readily lend
itself to explanations that can be easily
conveyed through the media, especially
broadcast media. Today’s cutting edge

scientific research, moreover, often raises
ethical issues that must be discussed among
a broad cross-section of society before a
consensus can emerge. In a sense, advances
in science have raised immensely
complicated issues that science alone cannot
answer.

Fierce public resistance to the cultivation
and distribution of genetically engineered
food crops, even in developing countries
suffering from malnutrition and hunger,
indicate that the public – both in the North
and South – is increasingly unwilling to
assume that the products of scientific
research are safe just because scientists say
so. Likewise, public confusion – and often
doubt – concerning the ethical propriety of
cloning, whether for reproductive or
therapeutic purposes, suggests that the
scientific community has been unable to
clearly explain such difficult issues to the
public or, conversely, that the public is not
listening when scientists do.

The scientific community and media each
have distinctive roles to play within this
increasingly complicated relationship
between science and society. That’s why a
fruitful relationship between the two, one
that proves of value to the societies in which
they both function, depends on each
understanding and respecting the other’s
roles. Therefore, the InterAcademy Panel
(IAP) supports efforts to strengthen and
expand:

1/. training programmes for building the
capacity of science Academies to interact
with the media, paying particular attention
to the needs and circumstances faced by
Academies in the developing world, and to
the roots of science contestation in
industrialized countries;

2/. programmes for media representatives
to visit scientific laboratories in order to
learn more about the work of scientists,
paying particular attention to the needs and
circumstances faced by print and broadcast
media representatives in the developing
world;

3/. workshops organized by Academies
with public information offices (PIO)
designed for Academies that do not have
such offices to provide practical
information on how PIOs function;

4/. workshops designed to improve
the ability of scientists to engage the
public in their work by developing the
skills necessary to give public lectures,
improve print and electronic material for
public consumption, and serve as
consultants on science-related
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television programmes, films and
videos.

We, the undersigned science
Academies throughout the world,
members of the IAP, support any effort
done jointly by the scientific and the
journalistic communities aiming at
enhancing the fluidity of the
information about discoveries in
science, and at favouring public debates
of high objectivity upon the ethical
issues which they may raise.

22 September 2003

An IAP Statement on
Access to Scientific
Information
Mexico, 04 December 2003
(Draft)

The truth that knowledge is power is
particularly emphasized in today’s world.

Science is the most successful means of
knowledge creation. Because it deals
exclusively with arguments based on
evidence that can be independently
confirmed by others, science is by its very
nature an endeavour that requires openness,
and it thrives on a complete and honest
public reporting of results. Access to the
vast and varied literature that has been
generated by scientific research, and to the
numerical data that are being collected in
public research endeavours, is essential to
advances in human health, to improvements
in agriculture, and to preservation of the
natural environment that sustains our life.
It is also critical for the creation of new
technologies that benefit humankind. In
addition, scientific knowledge facilitates our
understanding of our place in the universe.

Yet most scientists and research
laboratories in developing countries cannot
afford the journal subscriptions, or have to
pay for access to the databases that exist in
more economically advanced nations. All
nations must have access to the
accumulation of scientific knowledge in
order to work toward a better future for all
people.

In an era in which global dissemination of
the published results of scientific research
is increasingly accomplished electronically,
it is possible to give access to this body of
knowledge to scientists worldwide,
allowing them to participate in the scientific
process and advancing the scientific
enterprise. Access to current, high quality,
scientific databases and literature allows
scientists in developing countries to base
their own work on up-to-date

advancements in their field and to strengthen
the scientific infrastructure of their own
countries. Unfortunately, however,
scientists and research institutions in the
developing world can rarely afford the high
cost of these knowledge resources.

Therefore, the InterAcademy Panel (IAP),
recognizing that many efforts in this regard
are under way worldwide and that the
business models of scientific publishers
need to be taken into consideration,
recommends that:

1/.  electronic access to journal content
be made available worldwide without cost
as soon as possible, within one year or less
of publication for scientists in industrialized
nations, and immediately upon publication
for scientists in developing countries;

2/.  journal content and, to the extent
possible, data upon which research is based,
be prepared and presented in a standard
format for electronic distribution to facilitate
ease of use;

3/.  journal content be archived
collectively, either by private or government
organizations;

4/.  governments and publishers work
together to raise awareness, in the scientific
community, of the availability of free
electronic access to scientific journals;

5/. scientific databases obtained by
intergovernmental organizations (for
example in meteorology and epidemiology)
be made available without cost or
restrictions on reuse.

For both the publishers of scientific
journals and the intergovernmental
organizations, providing free content to
developing countries will have a minimal
financial impact. Sales to these countries
are small compared to the revenue generated
from sales to more developed countries.
Moreover, the cost of implementing the
technology for custom web access for
selected countries is low (for details see
http://  (to follow ....).

We, the undersigned science
Academies throughout the world,
members of the IAP, are convinced that,
with the support of international
authorities, the backing of the
Ministries concerned, and the
cooperation of scientific publishers,
worldwide dissemination of scientific
knowledge can be achieved; and that the
benefits to the global scientific
community, and to developing countries
in particular, will be immense.

22 September 2003

De la Oicina del Presidente de
la IAP

Dear President
As you know, we will have to elect IAP

Executive Committee (EC) members for the
period 2004-2006, during the IAP Business
meeting which will take place in Mexico
City on Thursday 5 December 2003.

According to our statutes (ref. 4.2.3.),
election of Member Academies to the
Executive Committee shall be  held every
three years by those Member Academies
present at an Ordinary Session of the
General Assembly.

We give you herewith the list of those
Academies which have declared their
candidature. We recall that this election  will
take place, after that of the co-Chairs, in
two distinct phases: first to elect 6
Academies from developing countries, and
second to elect 5 Academies from
industrialized countries. All Academies
represented in Mexico will participate in
the two phases of the election. The current
EC will provide IAP members in Mexico
City with some recommendations, as part
of the rules of procedure for the elections
of the EC.

If an Academy is represented by a person
other than its President, this person will be
allowed to vote only if he/she is duly
commissioned for the votes by the
President of the Academy.

With very kind regards.
YVES QUÉRÉ and EDUARDO KRIEGER

Annex: List of candidate academies for
EC election

DEVELOPING WORLD
AFRICA
African Academy of Sciences (AAS),

Kenya
Ghana Academy of Arts and Sciences

(GAAS)
Senegal Academy of Sciences (ASTS)
ASIA & PACIFIC
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
Indian National Science Academy (INSA)
Indonesian Academy of Sciences
Academy of Sciences of the Islamic

Republic of Iran
Pakistan Academy of Sciences (PAS)
Turkish Academy of Sciences (TÜBA)
Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences (UzAS)
LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN
Brazilian Academy of Sciences
Colombian Academy of Exact, Physical

and Natural Sciences
Cuban Academy of Sciences
INDUSTRIALISED COUNTRIES
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NORTH AMERICA
National Academy of Sciences (NAS),

USA
ASIA & PACIFIC
Australian Academy of Science
Science Council of Japan (SCJ)
EUROPE
Académie des Sciences, France
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

(RSAS)
Union of the German Academies of

Sciences
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Italy
The Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts

and Sciences (KNAW)
The Royal Society, United Kingdom

ICSU Call for Applications
 Dear colleagues:
 I am pleased to inform you that ICSU

has published its Call  for Applications for
the Grants Programme 2005. This form can
be consulted  at: www.icsu.org , under the
Members Area. You will need to log on to
the  secure server by using the following:

 Login: secure.  Password: 27gappt
 Please be aware that the ICSU Grants

Programme is strictly > reserved for ICSU
members and that they request to not pass
the information > and the application form
on to individuals or institutions outside the
ICSU  family.

 As you already know, ICSU established
two year ago a new outcome-oriented grant
policy in accordance with  its established
priorities. Our organization has been
actively participating under this new
scheme since last year, according to the
internal reforms mentioned in the  Draft
Strategic Plan for the DHS. In this way,
this year we achieved that > our project
entitled "World History of Science Online:
databases of archival  and bibliographical
sources" was approved with an evaluation
of "A"  (excellent) and financed. Therefore,
it is of the utmost importance to the  DHS
to present once more to ICSU projects that
are both innovative and > international in
nature. In order to serve as a guide to those
interested in  elaborating new proposals, I
am transcribing the Evaluation Summary
made by  ICSU to our last project.

Please feel free to contact me if you should
need any advise  with your initiatives.

 I hope at that opportunity we will be
able to maintain the  proactive role we have
begun to attain as an organization.

 Best regards,
 Prof. Dr. Juan José Saldaña,
 Secretary General,
 International  Union  of  the   History

and  Philosophy  of  Science,  Division of
History of Science,  Mailing Address:

Apartado Postal 21-388,  04000 Mexico
D. F.,  MEXICO.

 Website: http://ppp.unipv.it/dhs
 E-mail: dhs@servidor.unam.mx

The Science and Development
Network (SciDev.Net)

SciDev.Net (www.scidev.net) is an
organisation devoted to providing news and
promoting debate on science and
technology issues relevant to the needs of
developing countries.

By dramatically reducing the cost of
disseminating information, the Internet is
revolutionising science publishing.
Developing countries are likely to benefit,
but calls to make scientific information
freely available to all are proving
controversial.

What do you think......
The Science and Development Network

(SciDev.Net) is pleased to announce the
launch a special section on open access and
scientific publishing. (www.scidev.net/
open_access)

This comprehensive guide is your
essential overview to the implications of
open access initiatives on access to
scientific information in the developing
world.

It includes  :
  ·  Up-to-date news, features and opinion

articles on the issues surrounding open
access and scientific publishing

  · Descriptions of (and links to) current
open access initiatives

  · Access to free scientific literature
  ·  Links to key reports
 ·  Comprehensive events section with

the latest meeting proceedings and future
events.

  · An opportunity for you to comment
and give your views

You may also be interested in this week's
editorial by our director David Dickson on
'Communicating science in the electronic
era', which raises many of the key issues in
the debate.

We hope that this guide will be a useful
and important resource for all those
interested in open access to scientific
information, and will provoke further
critical thinking and discussion on the key
issues. We would therefore encourage you
to pass this message on to colleagues and
friends who might be interested
(www.scidev.net/open_access)

Best regards,

The SciDev.Net team

Nuevos libros
PIERRE DUGAC, Histoire de l'analyse.

Autour de la notion de limite et de ses
voisinages.  Texte édité par BERNARD

BRU & ROGER LAURENT.  Préface de Jean-
PIERRE KAHANE.  Paris : Editions Vuibert,
2003, 432 pages.  ISBN : 2-7117-5311-5,
45euros

Premios
CODATA International Prize
Award 2004

Se están recibiendo nominaciones
para este premio. Mayor información
para conocer las bases del concurso se
encuentran

http://www.codata.org/04conf/
prizeBrochure.pdf

o
http://www.codata.org/04conf/

PrizeNomForm04.pdf

Obituarios
John W. Tukey

JOHN W. TUKEY, murió el 16 de julio de
2002, pero su influencia perdurará a través
de sus importantes contribu-ciones a la
topología y en especial a la estadística,
incluyendo su filosofía.

Su primera gran contribución a esta
disciplina es la introducción de las modernas
técnicas para estimar el espectro de las series
temporales. En 1965, en un artículo
conjunto con  J. W. COOLEY, publicado en la
revista Mathematics of Computation,
introdu-jo el algoritmo de la  transformada
rápida de Fourier, fundamental para crear
el procesamiento digital de datos.

Otros de los temas que abordó durante
su larga vida académica y científica son los
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siguientes: la importancia de tener métodos
de análisis estadístico que sean robustos a
las violaciones de las hipótesis
subyacentes; la importancia de permitir la
posibilidad de que los datos influencien la
escogencia del método que los analizará; la
necesidad de que los estadísticos rechacen
el papel de guardianes de la verdad
demostrada y de que resistan la tentación
de dar soluciones definitivas y pulcras
reunificaciones de los temas; la naturaleza
iterativa de los datos; las implicaciones del
creciente poder de los medios de cómputo,
cada vez más baratos y al alcance de
muchos; la distribución y visualización de
los datos; la inferencia estadística, en
especial el análisis de varianza y
comparación múltiples.

Su participación en la industria y el
gobierno (AA&T Bell Labs, Merck & Co.
y la Oficina de investigación de control de
incendios, durante la II guerra mundial, son
algunos ejemplos), también influyó
enormemente en los derroteros de su
investigación.

Después de obtener su maestría en
química en la Universidad de Brown
(Providence, RI), ingresó a la Universidad
de Princeton en 1937 para, bajo la dirección
de SOLOMON LEFSCHETZ  doctorarse en
matemáticas con una tesis sobre topología.
En esta tesis introduce el que hoy llamamos
lema de Tukey, equivalente al axioma de
elección.

Como profesor de la Universidad de
Princeton, tuvo 54 estudiantes doctorales.
En los siguientes sitios se puede ampliar la
información biográfica y bibliográfica del
profesor  TUKEY:

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/
history/Mathematicians/Tukey.html\\
http://mathforum.com/mam/00/612/

index.html\\
http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/

eda/eda.htm

Joaquín Bustoz
Dr. JOAQUIN BUSTOZ, Jr. died on the 16th

of August, 2003. He was born in Tempe
Arizona in 1939.  His parents were farm
workers and in addition they were
employed by the Tempe Elementary
School District.  In recognition for their
years of service to Tempe Schools and their
devotion to the children, the JOAQUIN and
RAMONA BUSTOZ Elementary School was
named after them.

1964 he  was employed by the Military
Systems Division of Univac in California.
He returned to graduate school at ASU in
1964 and  received at Ph.D. in Mathematics
in 1968.  Since this time he has been an
Assistant Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Cincinnati (1969-1973), an
Associate Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Cincinnati (1973-1976) and
ASU (1976-1978). Presently Bustoz is a
Professor of Mathematics at ASU.

 In the summer of 1973, he was a Senior
Fulbright Lecturer at Universidad Nacional
de Colombia.  BUSTOZ was also a Visiting
Professor of Mathematics at Universidad de
Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal (1995) and
Visiting Mathematician at the  Mathematical
Association of America.  He has received
numerous teaching awards including the
Wexler Award at ASU and  the Alumni
Association Service Award.  His
mathematical research has been in Analysis,
most recently in Orthogonal  Polynomials
and Special Functions.

 Since 1985, BUSTOZ has been deeply
involved in enhancing the number and quality
of minority students entering the university
intending to pursue mathematics and science.
He initiated and directs the ASU Math-
Science Honors Program.  This summer
residential program provides an intense
introduction to university mathematics for
200 high school students each summer.  As  a
direct result of the program, nearly one-third
of ASU mathematics majors are minorities.
He has worked extensively on the  Navajo
and Pima Reservations.  The Navajo
Reservation work has been primarily focused
on a program funded through the  National
Science Foundation.  The work with Pima
students is in the Gila River Indian
Community and involved enhancement  of
Pima teacher aides and an after-school
program at St. Peters Indian Mission School.

FLORENCE D. FASANELLI

Bustoz attended elementary and
secondary school in Tempe.  He then
attended Arizona State University (ASU),
majoring in  Mathematics, and in 1962, he
received his BA.  He received an MA in
Mathematics from ASU in 1963.  In 1963-


